Environmental Protection Agency

§ 52.936 Visibility protection.

(a) Regional Haze. The requirements of section 169A of the Clean Air Act are not met because the regional haze plan submitted by Kentucky on June 25, 2008, and amended on May 28, 2010, does not include fully approvable measures for meeting the requirements of 40 CFR 51.308(d)(3) and 51.308(e) with respect to emissions of NO\(_X\) and SO\(_2\) from electric generating units. EPA has given limited approval and limited disapproval to the plan provisions addressing these requirements.

(b) Measures Addressing Limited Disapproval Associated with NO\(_X\). The deficiencies associated with NO\(_X\) identified in EPA’s limited disapproval of the regional haze plan submitted by Kentucky on June 25, 2008, and amended on May 28, 2010, are satisfied by §52.940.

(c) Measures Addressing Limited Disapproval Associated with SO\(_2\). The deficiencies associated with SO\(_2\) identified in EPA’s limited disapproval of the regional haze plan submitted by Kentucky on June 25, 2008, and amended on May 28, 2010, are satisfied by §52.941.

§ 52.935 PM\(_{10}\) State implementation plan development in group II areas.

On July 7, 1988, the State submitted a committal SIP for the cities of Ashland and Catlettsburg in Boyd County. The committal SIP contains all the requirements identified in the July 1, 1987, promulgation of the SIP requirements for PM\(_{10}\) at 52 FR 24681. The SIP commits the State to submit an emissions inventory, continue to monitor for PM\(_{10}\), report data and to submit a full SIP if a violation of the PM\(_{10}\) National Ambient Air Quality Standards is detected.

§ 52.934 [Reserved]
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